Message from the Dean

The opportunity to attend Loyola University Chicago is one many alumni value. I often hear comments from graduates, both recent and from years past, which affirms the quality of the Loyola experience—a life-long benefit. The University and School of Education remain committed to providing that opportunity to as many qualified students as possible. Honoring that commitment means providing scholarship opportunities and tuition discounts to those students who, without that support, could not attend Loyola.

To that end, over the past five to six years the School of Education has worked diligently to build our base of financial support for education majors, and thanks to the generosity of many of you, we have substantially expanded our ability to offer scholarships to students. Six years ago, the School of Education offered only a few scholarships. Today, we have built that number to over twenty, and the School also funds thirty graduate assistantships.

The university and its respective schools and colleges is undertaking a scholarship campaign that will allow for a significant increase in endowed scholarships for both undergraduate and graduate education majors. The initiative will include a major matching commitment from the University. We are excited about the possibilities this campaign presents, and with your continuing support we will be able to expand the availability of student scholarships. All of us (faculty, students, and staff) are grateful for the support our education alums provide.

Highlights from the Spring 2011 Reception

New and familiar faces attended the April 27 Alumni Reception hosted by Dean David Prasse. These bi-annual events are excellent opportunities for alumni to network and reminisce with faculty, staff and students. We look forward to seeing you and welcoming our new alumni at the October 15th Alumni Reception.
Terri Pigott, PhD

Research Methodology Faculty Scholarship

Terri Pigott, PhD, sees her role as a research methodologist as finding methodological and statistical solutions to problems faced by researchers in the field. Her specific research focuses on the development and dissemination of methods for meta-analysis, a statistical technique for synthesizing the results of multiple studies. Meta-analysis is commonly used in medicine, one example being the study on the effectiveness of mammography screening to detect breast cancer. In education and the social sciences, researchers use meta-analysis to understand the breadth of evidence about a particular intervention in order to make informed policy and practice decisions. The sheer number of research studies conducted all over the world makes it difficult for practitioners and policymakers to keep up to date on current research, and to find research-based solutions to educational and social problems.

In the face of overwhelming amounts of evidence, policymakers turn to a single study to support a decision. Dr. Pigott has worked on issues related to missing data problems, statistical power, and the inclusion of complex studies into a meta-analysis. Comprehensive research reviews and meta-analysis are tools that synthesize all the evidence in a given area using transparent and systematic methods. Given that all social interventions may perform differently depending on the setting and the research methods used, meta-analysis allows a disciplined examination of how the outcomes of an intervention may vary as a result of differences in the research design and setting. Thus, instead of using a single study as the basis of a policy decision, a meta-analysis can provide a more nuanced understanding of how the outcomes of an intervention might differ across settings, and can lead to better decisions about how to address a given educational or social problem.

For more information about Dr. Pigott’s ongoing research, visit LUC.edu/terripigott.

Graduation 2011

On Thursday, May 12, over 300 SOE students received their degree. Daniel Biga (BSEd ’11) was the student speaker and Terry Mazany, President and CEO, Chicago Community Trust gave the commencement address. Mazany characterized our graduates’ mission of professionalism in service of social justice when he said, “Borrowing the title of a Cooper Edens children’s book, you are about to become the Caretakers of Wonder for our community’s welfare, hopes, and dreams. Individually and collectively you are forces for good.”
School of Education launches new programs

The School has several new, advanced level programs beginning in fall 2011 and through 2012.

- English-as-a Second Language Endorsement/Approval: Developed to address the needs of our growing English Language Learners (ELL) school population, this program offers the 18 hours of specific courses to meet the qualifications for an ESL approval on an early childhood, elementary, secondary, or special education teaching certificate. (Fall 2011)

- Master of Education degree (MEd) in International Higher Education. The program is designed for students who want to pursue leadership, policy analysis and student affairs professional opportunities in colleges and universities around the globe. This program provides students the opportunity to deepen their understanding of educational institutions in an era of globalization and the increasing importance of study abroad and international student mobility. The program is delivered as an online “global cohort” format accessible to students anywhere in the world. Students will have an opportunity for face-to-face contact at Loyola’s overseas centers (China, Vietnam, and Rome). (Fall 2012)

- Master of Education degree (MEd) in Organization Evaluation. This program prepares students for roles as evaluators and change agents in a range of organizations such as schools and school districts, non-profit agencies, and businesses. The program consists of courses from both the School of Education, and the Graduate School of Business. This program replaces the current master’s degree in Research Methodology. (Fall 2012)

- Educational Specialist degree (EdS) in Clinical Mental Health Counseling and a Dual Degree (5-Year Program) BS Chemistry and MEd Secondary Education are in the final stages of the approval process. (Fall 2012)

- English-as-a Second Language endorsement/Approval Development

Joy is Reading Conference

This annual event was attended by over 100 students and their parents. In addition to the sessions that focused on reading, the Jesse White Tumblers opened the conference with a spectacular performance. Jesse White, Illinois Secretary of State, spent several minutes speaking to the students and encouraging them to do well and stay in school.

Joy is Reading Conference

Dean Prasse bids farewell to Dr. Erwin Epstein who retired after a 45-year career of dedication and commitment to the academy with his last 12 years at Loyola University Chicago.

School of Education’s inaugural Distinguished Faculty Award for Excellence in Teaching was presented to Dr. Noah Sobe, Associate Professor, Cultural and Education Policy Studies. The full citation is at blogs.luc.edu/education.

Research Symposium • April 2, 2011

At the 13th Annual Community of Scholars Research Symposium, fifty School of Education students presented research on a range of topics covering local, national and international issues in education. Several faculty presented with their students and many more attended. Elaine Allensworth’s, PhD, from the University of Chicago gave the keynote. In her address, she presented research that the Consortium on Chicago School Research conducts in the Chicago Public Schools. The event was attended by 120 faculty, students, staff, and alumni. The Student Development Committee hosted this event.
ALUMNI NEWS

2011 Damen Award Winner Patrick McAndrew (BSEd ’87) with President Michael J. Garanzini, S.J., and Dean David Prasse, PhD.

FOUNDER’S DINNER

McAndrew wins Damen Award

Patrick McAndrew, (BSEd ’87) received the 2011 Damen Award for the School of Education at the Founders Dinner. Patrick taught for many years in the Chicago area before leaving the states in 2009 to teach 5th grade in Nepal. In 2008, he was named a Teacher of Distinction by the Golden Apple Foundation. For more information visit blogs.luc.edu/education.

SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY ALUMNI

Two School of Psychology alumni have been elected officers of the Illinois School Psychologist Association for 2011: Kathy Loomis, (PhD ’00), President and Richard Harley, (PhD ’02), President-Elect.

Desmond Odugu, (PhD ’11) joins Lake Forest College Department of Education faculty.

HIGHER EDUCATION ALUMNI


Paul A. Gore, Jr. (PhD ’95) has been named the fifth editor of the Journal of the First-Year Experience & Students in Transition.

UPCOMING EVENTS

FALL 2011 ALUMNI RECEPTION

Celebration of Teachers and Teaching
Saturday, Oct. 15 • 10 am–12 pm
Beane Hall • Lewis Towers • WTC
RSVP at LUC.edu/alumni/education.

JOHN WOZNIAK LECTURE SERIES

This annual event occurs again in February 2012. Date and details to follow.

Dr. John Wozniak, founding Dean of SOE.

American College Personnel Association Conference 2011

LUC-SOE RECEPTIONS

American Association of School Administrators
February 16–19, 2012 • Houston, TX

National Association of School Psychologists
February 21–24, 2012 • Philadelphia, PA

American College Personnel Association
March 24–28, 2012 • Louisville, KY
What a difference a scholarship can make!

Loyola is committed to making a high-quality education affordable. Thanks to generous alumni and donors, the School of Education is able to award 25 scholarships for the 2011–2012 academic year.

“As a student, it means having less worry about the burden of paying back student loans in a challenging economy and uncertain job market. As a future educator, I will be able to accept a position thinking more about the students I will serve and less about the obligation of paying back loans.” — Michael Godinez, Freshman Mooney Scholarship recipient

Scholarships can make the difference in whether a student not only attends college, but also whether the student remains in college.

“I feel honored to have been chosen to receive the Mooney Scholarship. This scholarship does not only mean financial possibility to complete my final year in the School of Education at Loyola University, but it also upholds my journey to becoming a teacher. By receiving the Mooney Scholarship I feel supported and encouraged to continue working towards becoming an educator and an advocate for social justice.” — Naomi Stephanie Titean, Senior Mooney Scholarship recipient

“Thanks to the scholarship I am able to give back to the community and make my dreams come true. I serve as an example to my students that against all odds anything is possible with perseverance and wholehearted devotion.” — Angela Henderson (BEd ’10), first recipient of the Anna Lowe Scholarship and first grade teacher at International Charter School in Chicago.

“The Mooney Scholarship has provided me an opportunity to revision my role as Catholic educator and how the musical arts, social justice, and education will evolve to further the teachings of Christ and His Church…[and] has given me a renewed vigor to follow the more important teachings of Saint Theodore Guerin, ‘Love the children first, then teach them.” — Jordan Chua, Doctoral Student, Mooney Scholarship Recipient

Support Scholarship Programs

If you are interested in learning more about supporting scholarship programs in the School of Education, please contact Lisa Torgerson, Director of Development at 312.915.7607 or ltorgerson@luc.edu.

The School of Education gratefully acknowledges the leadership and ongoing commitment of the members of our Advisory Board. For their advocacy, communication and strategic input on behalf of the School, we thank the following individuals, Lorraine Arvin (PhD ’09), Mary Lee Calihan (EdD ’03), Susan Friedberg (PhD ’90), Tim Kanold (PhD ’02), Robert McBride (EdD ’99), Diane Morrison (EdD ’05), Mary O’Reilly (BA ’68, MEd ’71, EdD ’92), Rose Ann Pastor (MED ’93), Rosario Pesce (BS ’72, PhD ’83), David Peterson, James Quaid (PhD ’00), Barbara Rieckhoff (PhD ’97), Harry Rossi (EdD ’85), John Reilly (BA ’68, MEd ’72, EdD ’91) and Roger Wallenstein (MEd ’79).
WE ARE HONORED to acknowledge and thank the many donors who have chosen to support the School of Education. The donors on this list are responsible for much of the school’s growth, and are an important part of our collective success. This Honor Roll acknowledges contributions made from July 1, 2010–June 30, 2011.

2011 Honor Roll

**HONORS CIRCLE**

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

($24,999–$10,000)

- Catherine and Edward Denten (BSC ‘54)
- Myrtle Kilcrease (Med ‘77)
- Mary and James Perry

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**

($9,999–$5,000)

- Debra Caywood-Rukas (MED ’02, EDS ’03, PhD ’09) and Linas Rukas

**CUM LAUDE**

($4,999–$2,500)

- Judy (BSED ’77)
- and Thomas Hund (BBA ’76)
- Susan and Timothy Kanold (PhD ’02)
- Beverly Kasper (EdD ’00)
- Eileen and John Murray
- Mary O’Reilly (MUND ’68, MED ’71, EdD ’92)
- Barbara (PhD ’97)
- and Conrad Rieckhoff
- Harry Rossi (EdD ’85)

**DEAN’S LIST**

($2,499–$1,000)

- Lynne (EdD ’80) and Harvey Golomb, MD
- Lee Hubbell
- Rosemary Lucas (Med ’57, EdD ’80)
- Diane Morrison (EdD ’05)
- Diane Newton (Med ’75, PhD ’80)
- Carol and David Frasse, PhD
- Maria (MED ’59) and Charles Ryan, Jr.
- Terry E. Williams, PhD
- John Winkelmann III (BS ’78, MED ’83)

**$500–$999**

- Lorraine Arvin (Med ’02, PhD ’09)
- Cherie (BSED ’79)
- and Michael Bond, DDS (BS ’79)
- Arlene
- and Richard DeCosmo (EdD ’77)
- Kimberly (BSED ’95)
- and Timothy Dee (BBA ’90, MBA ’95)
- Dorothy (MED ’79, PhD ’92)
- and George Giroux
- John Hardiman
- Rene Joseph Holmes
- Jodi and William Hubly
- Mary Jaeger (BS ’66, MED ’71)
- Patricia Matijevic (PhD ’05)
- Loretta Nolan (EdD ’85)
- Jennifer (MED ’01)
- and David Eldersveld
- Eloise and John Harris (MED ’77)
- Ann Harvilla (MED ’95)
- Thomas Hitchco (PhD ’96)
- Leslie (PhD ’84) and Glen Holt
- Joyce
- and Winston Johnson
- (MED ’73, PhD ’93)
- Katherine Kennedy-Kartheiser
- (MED ’99)
- Virginia Kott (MED ’74)
- Mary Jo (BSED ’62)
- and Frederick Krohn Sr.
- Frank Kuhlmann (EDS ’06)
- Carolyn (MUND ’66)
- and William Leece (MED ’71)
- Peiju Lin (MED ’92, MS ’94)
- Mary (MED ’73)
- and Gerald Loftus (MD ’58)
- Eleanor Luschek*
- Alice Maresh (MED ’62)
- Thomas Neff (MED ’98)
- Kate and Theodore Nelson (EdD ’73)
- Shirley (BA ’69, MED ’77)
- and John O’Reilly
- Donna (MED ’70) and Leslie Otto
- Jeanne
- and John Reilly
- (BA ’68, MED ’72, EdD ’91)
- Susan (BSED ’74) and David Rosi, MD
- Pacita Serrano (MED ’77)
- Stephanie Stewart (PhD ’07)
- Martha and John Vanko (EdD ’73)
- Alan Wahler (EdD ’09)
- Andrea (EdD ’01) and W. Brent White
- John Wren (BS ’59, MED ’64)

**$100–$249**

- Dwayne Adams (MED ’96, PhD ’00)
- John Kite (EDD ’78)
- Marilyn
- and Michael Agin, PhD (MA ’63)
- Joan Alders (MED ’86)
- Sandra and Terry Althoff
- Marilyn (MRE ’70)
- and Joseph Antonik (MED ’70)
- Samantha Ashford (PhD ’03)
- Robert Baine (MED ’64)
- Barbara
- and James Barnes III (EdD ’84)

- Constance Bazil (MED ’61)
- Mary Beck (MED ’73)
- Sonja Becvar (MED ’55)
- Angela Benavides (BSED ’93)
- and Joseph Maxwell
- (JFRC Spring ’88, BA ’88)
- Barbara Bernhard (MED ’69)
- Rosaline and Richard Bielfka (MED ’72)
- Patricia Bidinger-Chessare
- (BS ’79, MED ’84)
- Jodi and William Hubly
- and Richard Carey
- Edward Getinske (MED ’70)
- Maryanne (MUND ’75, MED ’78)
- and Christopher Chengelis
- Lois Christensen (EDD ’91)
- Mary Chronos (MED ’66)
- Catherine Cisar (EdD ’04)
- Jonathan Coan (MED ’02)
- Mary Alice Courtenay (MUND ’47)
- Patricia Crisafulli (BA ’68, MED ’72)
- Agnes Cyriaque (EdD ’00)
- Diane (EdD ’91) and Bernarr Dawson
- Patricia Ann (MSIR ’83, PhD ’00)
- and Donald Dean
- Melody (BA ’73, MED ’77)
- and Gerard Degnan (BSED ’72)
- Mollie DeNye (MED ’75)
- Stephanie Di Prima (MED ’79)
- Birdie (MED ’72) and Thomas Edwards
- Arthur Eichlin (MED ’70, PhD ’76)
- Janis Fine (PhD ’89)
- Lou-Ellen and Robert Finn (MED ’74)
- Dorothy Flynn (MUND ’60, MED ’70)
- Jean and Michael Franke
- Ben Freville (EdD ’10)
- F. Jacqueline
- and James Furey (MED ’73)

**$250–$499**

- Rose Ann (MED ’93) and James Pastor
- Thomas Reagan (BA ’69, MED ’73)
- Kelley (MED ’02) and Paul Schueler
- Marcellus Stamps Jr. (MED ’66)
- Kathleen (BA ’69)
- and Gregory Strasser (BA ’76)
- Judith
- and Roger Wallenstein (MED ’79)

**CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE**
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Margaret
and James Gallagher (EdD ’94)
Ann Ganier-Jackson (PhD ’96)
Maureen (BSEd ’65)
and William Gaynor
John Gianopulos (Med ’64, EdD ’70)
Sally (BSEd ’73) and Gary Gitcho
Rita (EdD ’80)
and Richard Glass, MD
Francis Goguen (MRE ’75)
Margaret (BSed ’64)
and Douglas Hamilton (EdD ’02)
Kristy (BSEd ’87, MSW ’91)
and Eric Hamilton, PhD
Anna Hamilton (Med ’07, Phd ’10)
Maryann and Walter Heinzel (EdD ’68)
Mary Hermann (BS ’63, MEd ’68)
William Himmelmann (BA ’72, MEd ’83)
Lynn Hopman (BSEd ’66, MEd ’71)
Jay Howe (EdD ’99)
Sandra (JFRc Fall ’92, BSed ’95)
and Keith Hug (MSIR ’97)
Jane (EdD ’09) and Patrick Hunt
Meghan Hurley (MEd ’10)
Barbara and Michael Johnson
Sonecha Jones
Anna Jones (BSEd ’67, MEd ’74)
Sandra
and Bernard Jumbeck (EdD ’89)
Kristine Kane (MEd ’10)
Ollie
and Maurice Kaufman Sr. (EdD ’91)
Patrick Kenny (BA ’58, MEd ’73)
Elaine Kies (BS ’70)
Kathy (BSEd ’72) and T.N. King
Carol Ann Kolberg (MEd ’79)
Robert Korst (MRE ’74)
Patricia Kubistal (BA ’59, MA ’65, Phd ’68)
Susan and Raymond Kuper (EdD ’95)
Thomas Kwiatkowski (MEd ’74)
James Lalley Jr. (EdD ’90)
Larry Lasko (MEd ’85)
Dorothea (BSEd ’70)
and Jerome Lattiyak (BS ’67)
Shirley and Paul Lawrisuk (EdD ’73)
Mary Joan (MUND ’59, Med ’64, JFRc
Spring ’73) and Charles Lee
Peter Lefferts (EdD ’90)
Allen Lentinio (BA ’74, Med ’77, wvPhD ’90)
Thomas Leo (MEd ’74)
Janice Limperis (EdD ’05)
Joan (MEd ’84)
and William Livingston
Barbara Luccichese (MUND ’60)
Corinne Lyon (MEd ’64)
June Maguire Ozmon (MEd ’82)
and Nat Ozmon
Stephanie (PhD ’83)
and Robert Marshall
Sandra Martin Renner (EdD ’96)
Kathleen and Thomas Martinek
Mauri (MEd ’78) and Richard McCabe
Kathrine McCarthy (Med ’06)
Mary McGee (MEd ’75)
Patricia McGlinn (EdD ’68)
Pamela and Isaiah McIver (PhD ’74)
Yue Meng (PhD ’99)
Starr Mercer-Horner
Lisa Messaglia (MEd ’08)
Helen Meyer (MEd ’71)
Mary
and Bruce Montes (BA ’98, MEd ’08)
Richard Mooney (BA ’10, BSed ’10)
Erica Maria (MEd ’79) and John Moore
Veronika Motekaitis (BA ’64)
Emily and Sean Murphy
Bonnylynn Neita (BSEd ’49, MEd ’80)
Renee (MEd ’77)
and Edward Noyes (EdD ’80)
Bernadette Nwafor (MEd ’75, EdD ’80)
Susan O’Brien (EdD ’84)
Martin O’Koro (MA ’75, Phd ’82)
Marlene Panebianco (BSEd ’65)
Michael Parrie (BS ’99, MEd ’02, Phd ’06)
James Partageas (MEd ’73)
Radha (MEd ’89) and Sunit Patel
Maureen Patrick (MEd ’74)
and Robert Selig
M. Alyce (BS ’67)
and Paul Edward Pazdan
(BS ’67, MEd ’69)
Noble Pearce (EdD ’99)
Patricia
and Rosario Pesce (BS ’72, Phd ’83)
Terri Pigott, PhD
Joanne (BSEd ’70, MEd ’74, EdD ’81)
and Charles Planek
Walter Pleviak (MEd ’77)
Mary Ann Pollett (EdD ’82)
Ellen and Roger Provise (PhD ’88)
Christopher Rakow (BSEd ’69, MDiv ’82)
Rogelia (MEd ’74)
and Napoleon Ramiro
Rochelle Randolph (BS ’63, MEd ’72)
Mary Reaves (BA ’73)
Lori Rice (MEd ’02)
Michael Rice (BSAL ’69, MEd ’75)
Maria Ricotta (BSEd ’99, MEd ’02)
Judith and William Rieck (EdD ’76)
Ernestine Riggs (PhD ’90)
Kathleen (MEd ’70) and
William Richert (BS ’65, MEd ’70)
Shirley Roach (MEd ’99)
Patrice (EdD ’05)
and Charlie Robinson
Elaine and Herbert Roseng (PhD ’85)
Ann Marie Ryan (BA ’86)
and Patrick Baccellieri
Maybelle Ryan (MEd ’65)
and Robert Trujillo Jr.
Linda (MEd ’95) and Michael Salinsky
William San Hamel II (Med ’10)
Peter Sanchez, PhD
Gilbert Schechtman (PhD ’68)
Lois and Jeffrey Schnitzer (MEd ’74)
Daniel Schuh (MEd ’06)
Jennifer Shah (MEd ’09)
Maryl Skowron (MUND ’71, MEd ’83)
Rita (BSN ’60, MEd ’70)
and Francis Smith
Mary Smith (MEd ’81)
Barbara Snow (MEd ’76)
Joanne
and Melvin Soderstrom (MEd ’71)
Emilia Span (EdD ’06)
Maureen (MEd ’77, EdD ’06)
and Frank Spelman
Teressa Springs (MEd ’91)
Edward Sullivan (BS ’67, MEd ’72)
Patricia Surdyk (MEd ’88, Phd ’95)
Carole and Gary Swain
Barbara Thomas (MEd ’74)
Helen Ulrich (BS ’65)
Nancy Uxa (EdD ’05)
Therese
and Salvatore Valinna
(MEd ’58, EdD ’78)
Soccoro Vasquez De Velasco
(MEd ’78)
Sharon
and Joseph Walker
(MEd ’67, EdD ’72)
Elizabeth
and Ralph Warner (BA ’57, MEd ’59)
Scott Warren (EdD ’09)
Anton Waser (MEd ’73)
Barbara (BS ’63, MEd ’78)
and Charles Wernar
David Wilson (EdD ’00)
Catherine Wrenn
(JFRC ’88-99, Med ’94)
Pamela Zawila (MEd ’74)
Mary Zawila (Med ’10)
Alice (BSEd ’62)
and John Zimmermann

UNDER $100

Jenny and Patrick Abraham
(BA ’99, MEd ’02, EdS ’02)
Chesterne (MUND ’73) and
Rodger Accardi (BA ’73, Med ’77)
Lillian (MEd ’76) and Alan Acker
Michael Adams (MRE ’72)
Helen (MEd ’54) and Lawrence Adler
Marie (MEd ’75) and Frank Albrecht
Hester Alfred (EdD ’06)
Margaret Alfred (MEd ’89)
Sylvia Alvinzo
(BA ’70, MEd ’77, PhD ’99)
Alexandra Amodei
(JFRC Spring ’07, BSED ’08)
Virginia Anderson (MEd ’76)
Dorothy Armbuster (MEd ’74)
Phyllis Armour (Med ’55)
Judith (MEd ’70, EdD ’04)
and Eli Armstrong
Nancy Arnold (BSED ’89)
Patricia Augustiny (MEd ’76)
Bernardien (BSED ’70, MA ’92, PhD
’98) and Bert Austin Jr.
John Back (MEd ’98)
Judith Bacon (MEd ’79)
Donna Barth (MEd ’72)
Maura Baskovich (BSED ’87)
Linda (MEd ’73) and Ronald Battle
Carol Beebe (EdD ’98)
Roger Bialick (MEd ’78)
Colleen Biggins (Med ’02)
Joan Marie Bochenski (BS ’85, MA ’89)
Sharon Bogetz (Med ’81)
Sue Bohlander (MEd ’92)
Sheila (MEd ’98) and George Brackin
Joan (BSED ’73) and Sean Brennan
Colleen Brewer (Med ’08)
Valerie Brown (MEd ’81)
Robert Bruce Jr. (MEd ’76)
Lorraine Pasznya-Brzegowy
(BSED ’74) and John Brzegowy
(BA ’73, MA ’84)
Nancy Buckler (BS ’61, Med ’65)
Julie Buckley
(JFRC Spring ’08, BA ’10, BSED ’10)
Raymond Buniak (EdD ’06)
Jack Buosio (MEd ’55)
Janice Burgeson (Med ’50)
Albertine Burget (MEd ’75, EdD ’86)
Patricia and James Burns (MEd ’75)
Evelyn Cagney
(BS ’58, JFRC ’61-62, Med ’65)
rena Calanca (MPS ’01)
karla hood
and Carter Carey (Med ’98)
Margaret Carroll (EdD ’85)
Mary-Lou Carta (MUND ’62, MEd ’95)
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Josefa Carter (MEd '84)
Mary (EdD '99) and William Cavey
Roberta (Med '70)
and Robert Cekay (BA '70)
Juan A (MA '67) and Joaquin Chang
Marie Chang-Pisano (BSEd '88)
Maria (BS '90, Med '92)
and James Chybicki
Kathleen (BSEd '69)
and Allen Cichon (BA '70, Med '75)
Marcia (BSEd '67, Med '70)
and Frank Ciszewski Jr. (BS '65)
Mary Ann (BSEd '73)
and William Clancy
Amanda Cleves (Med '10)
Theresa Coghlan (Med '92)
Joy Conway (Med '09)
Paul Cook (MRE '71)
Patrice Coranato (MEd '95, MSHR '99)
John Corbett (EdD '03)
Kathleen (BSed '69)
Marcia (BSed '67, Med '70)
Theresa Coghlan (MEd '92)
Amanda Cleves (Med '10)
Joy Conway (Med '09)
Paul Cook (MRE '71)
Patrice Coranato (MEd '95, MSHR '99)
John Corbett (EdD '03)
Kathleen (BSed '69)
Marcia (BSed '67, Med '70)
Theresa Coghlan (MEd '92)
Amanda Cleves (Med '10)
Joy Conway (Med '09)
Paul Cook (MRE '71)
Patrice Coranato (MEd '95, MSHR '99)
John Corbett (EdD '03)
Kathleen (BSed '69)
Marcia (BSed '67, Med '70)
Theresa Coghlan (MEd '92)
Amanda Cleves (Med '10)
Joy Conway (Med '09)
Paul Cook (MRE '71)
Patrice Coranato (MEd '95, MSHR '99)
John Corbett (EdD '03)
Kathleen (BSed '69)
Marcia (BSed '67, Med '70)
Theresa Coghlan (MEd '92)
Amanda Cleves (Med '10)
Joy Conway (Med '09)
Paul Cook (MRE '71)
Patrice Coranato (MEd '95, MSHR '99)
John Corbett (EdD '03)
Kathleen (BSed '69)
Marcia (BSed '67, Med '70)
Theresa Coghlan (MEd '92)
Amanda Cleves (Med '10)
Joy Conway (Med '09)
Paul Cook (MRE '71)
Patrice Coranato (MEd '95, MSHR '99)
John Corbett (EdD '03)
Kathleen (BSed '69)
Marcia (BSed '67, Med '70)
Theresa Coghlan (MEd '92)}
HOMECOMING WEEKEND
October 14–16, 2011

Fall means homecoming, so save the date and celebrate with us. Families, students, alumni, faculty, staff, and friends are invited to participate in a weekend full of fun.

Highlights include:

• Family Mass and Sunday brunch
• Athletic events
• Receptions and Chicago excursions with staff and faculty
• Entertainment and activities for the whole family

For more information call 1.800.5.LOYOLA, e-mail luc-homecoming@luc.edu, or visit LUC.edu/homecoming